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FEATURE ARTICLE ON ASIA PARTNERS IN TECH IN ASIA
November 18, 2019 (Southeast Asia’s Leading Technology Publication)

Asia Partners looks for rhinos, not unicorns,
says managing partner Nick Nash

November 18, 2019
Miguel Cordon

Nick Nash, co-founder and managing partner of Asia Partners, said that his Southeast
Asia-focused private equity firm doesn’t look for unicorns. It seeks “rhinoceroses” instead.
That’s how the former Sea Group president calls the humble, quiet, and
underappreciated companies that its relatively new venture aims to invest in. “It’s got a
horn, but it is worth US$1 billion in a P/E [price-to-earnings] multiple, not on a revenue
multiple,” he said during an interview with CNBC.
Nash also noted that Sea was one such company. It went under the radar for a number
of years but reached profitability with just US$17 million dollars of burn, he said. From
that point forward, Sea invested more and more in its [video game] business.
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(continued)

Asia Partners was launched in June, aiming to address the lack of series B and C
funding for tech startups in Asia. The company also previously said that it intends to pour
between US$20 million and US$100 million in such startups to capitalize on Southeast
Asia’s long-term growth potential.
According to the most recent e-Conomy SEA 2019 report, Southeast Asia has
remained a bright spot for funding amid a slowdown in global economic growth. During
the first six months of the year, internet firms raised a total of US$7.6 billion, up around
7% from the year-ago period.
Asia Partners’ first investment came in August, where it led a US$70 million first close
for the series C round of online budget hotel startup RedDoorz. Nash said that Asia
Partners is drawn to companies, like RedDoorz, that have a low burn rate and “will clearly
get to net income in a fairly short period of time.”
Nash revealed in the interview that Asia Partners will soon be investing in an
undisclosed startup, which is planning to be EBITDA-positive in 2020.
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FEATURE INTERVIEW WITH ASIA PARTNERS ON CNBC
November 13, 2019

We Don't Look For Unicorns, We Look for Rhinoceroses: Asia Partners

2:14 AM ET Wed, 13 Nov 2019

Nick Nash of Asia Partners says his private equity firms looks for humble, quiet,
underappreciated companies [valued over time on a P/E multiple] to invest in. He
describes these as "rhinoceroses" instead of "unicorns," which is what start-ups valued at
more than $1 billion are called.
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November 18, 2019 (Singapore’s Leading Daily Business Newspaper)

Asia Partners banks on 'Golden Age' from rising affluence of the middle class
The investment firm wants to address the most pressing bottleneck for aspiring unicorns in the region - the Series C and D gap.

(From left) Asia Partners director, Indonesia country head and co-founder Pitra Harun; office manager Christina Neo; Vietnam country partner and co-founder
Kien Nguyen; Mr Nash; Mr Rippel; and managing director, Thailand country head and co-founder Vorapol Supanusonti.

MON, NOV 18, 2019 - 5:50 AM
CLAUDIA CHONG
chongkmc@sph.com.sg

Singapore - THRONGS of firms have sprung up to follow the scent of South-east Asia's
burgeoning startup scene. Asia Partners, one of the new investors in town, wants to capitalise on
what it calls the "Golden Age" of company formation.
Asia Partners' research found that there is a zone of affluence - during which real gross
domestic product per capita typically falls between US$3,500 and US$7,000 - where discretionary
income grows from 5 per cent to 15 per cent. This means the population can spend more on nonessential consumer goods and services.
The rising affluence of the middle class boosts their spending power, creating a Goldilocks
zone in which tech unicorns are able to emerge and thrive. It was in this same zone years ago
where tech companies in China and Japan went public and now make up the majority of each
country's tech market capitalisation.
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(continued)
"In every single case, the companies that went public in that brief interlude became the most
dominant and important companies in the economy," said Nick Nash, co-founder and managing
partner of Asia Partners. Mr Nash was formerly president of Internet company Sea, where he
helped lead the group's 2017 initial public offering (IPO) on the New York Stock Exchange.
Unlike many others, Asia Partners won't be throwing its hat into the growing ring of
investors aggressively sniffing out early-stage deals. Instead, the firm has set its sights firmly on
addressing the most pressing bottleneck in the region's venture funding space - the Series C and
D gap.
South-east Asian average income of about US$4,600 in 2018 was equivalent to Chinese real
income in 2007, representing an 11-year gap, said Mr Nash. It was also at this stage where China's
venture capitalists began doling out larger cheques to support companies on the way to becoming
unicorns.
"In many ways, China's the movie trailer for what we think is happening in South-east Asia.
And on an affluence basis, the time has come for cheques that are a little bit bigger," said Mr
Nash.
Asia Partners will be cutting ticket sizes ranging from US$20 million to US$100 million. It
declined to reveal the size of the debut fund for which it is raising, but online news site
DealStreetAsia, citing regulatory filings, reported that the firm has made a first close of US$78
million. A source also told the site that there are plans to raise over US$300 million for the fund.
Other investors looking to fill the Series C and D gap include private equity firm Northstar
Group, known for being an early backer of Indonesia's Gojek. Northstar led the growth stage
funding rounds of Vietnam-based startups Topica Edtech and Tiki, an e-commerce player.
In sniffing out potential unicorns, Asia Partners looks at companies with strong local network
effects. Unlike global network effect firms such as Google and Facebook, or unique local winners
such as Baidu in China where regulations had a hand in its success, local network effect
companies are attuned to the nuances surrounding each city where they operate.
Out of the 92 companies that Asia Partners has looked at since February, it signed term
sheets with three and concluded a deal with only one - hospitality startup RedDoorz.
"We need to be able to see strong proof points of companies not only scaling effectively
across the whole region (or alternatively, deeply penetrating Indonesia), but monetising effectively
and having the ability, if strategically desired, to break even just with the money we are putting
into the business," said Oliver Rippel, co-founder and partner at the firm.
"Ultimately, we need to be confident that a business we invest in can IPO within the next few
years, which is a clear value-add that we can bring on board given our experience in the IPO of
Sea Group and other companies in emerging markets."
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(continued)
Mr Rippel was formerly chief executive of business-to-consumer e-commerce for Naspers
where he led all of Naspers' investments in Indian e-commerce startup Flipkart. Naspers exited
Flipkart in 2018 for a US$1.6 billion, or 3.6 times, return over six years, at an estimated internal
rate of return of 29 per cent.
Asia Partners' three other co-founders also have a combination of investment and operational
experience, having held roles across firms such as Indonesian e-commerce unicorn Bukalapak,
private equity investor TPG, and Singapore state investment firm Temasek.
On Asia Partners' maiden investment, Mr Rippel said RedDoorz focuses on one of the
largest addressable markets in the region - affordable hotel accommodation in the online travel
sector. The firm led RedDoorz's US$70 million raised in an ongoing funding round announced in
August.
"The company is fast-growing and has already managed to expand into four countries and
over 100 cities. So, we are already seeing strong proof points that this is a pan-regional and
uniquely South-east Asian business. Last but not least, the team, including founder and CEO
Amit Saberwal, is very strong in executing," said Mr Rippel.
Mr Saberwal was a former senior executive with Indian online travel agent MakeMyTrip,
which Naspers was the largest shareholder of during Mr Rippel's time at Naspers.
As South-east Asia's startup ecosystem matures, tech firms' business models, corporate
governance and sustainability of growth have been thrown into the spotlight. The region has felt
ripple effects from the rising scrutiny of companies in the US such as Uber and WeWork, known
for their cash-burning tendencies and the latter, for weak governance.
Mr Nash said the firm keeps a close eye on those factors, but the great unsung variables are
the soft skills involved in building a company. For every startup it thinks of investing in, the top
executive is asked to list down five other most senior members of the management team, then
draw eight lines representing the closest friendships among them.
"At that stage where these companies are, they're about to go from 300 people to 3,000
people. Every single person that comes in today will have the equivalent of 10 people working for
them in just two or three years' time, which requires tremendous cohesion of the nucleus," said
Mr Nash.
"Do you have this tightly knit core that can really build the company? And if you don't, then
we often worry about what we're stepping into. We've actually passed on one company, because
the chart wasn't quite right."
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SFF X SWITCH

Growth-stage funding gap holds back aspiring unicorns, say panellists

(From left) ‘Riding the Innovation Boom’ panelists Ai Ai Wong (Moderator), Principal, Global Executive Committee, Baker McKenzie; Dr. Jeffrey Jaensubhakij,
Group Chief Investment Officer, GIC; Nick Nash, Managing Partner & Co-Founder, Asia Partners; Dr. Rafaelita M. Aldaba, Undersecretary for
Competitiveness and Innovation, Department of Trade & Industry, Philippines

TUE, NOV 12, 2019 - 5:50 AM
CLAUDIA CHONG
chongkmc@sph.com.sg

Singapore - WITH early-stage startup investors chasing high return multiples and late-stage
backers sticking to proven business models, a funding gap at the growth stage - also known as the
Series C and D stage - has created a bottleneck for aspiring unicorns, said panellists at the
Singapore FinTech Festival and Singapore Week of Innovation and TeCHnology (SFF x
SWITCH) 2019.
This funding gap holds startups back from realising their full potential, said Nick Nash, cofounder and managing partner of growth equity firm Asia Partners. The firm's research has even
suggested that a startup which is at the stage where it is raising more than US$100 million has it
three to four times easier than a startup trying to raise US$90 million.
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(continued)
Capital remains abundant for early-stage startups.
Jeffrey Jaensubhakij, group chief investment officer at Singapore sovereign wealth fund GIC,
said: "Large investors like things that have been de-risked. So by the time you're in Series E,
usually revenues are very apparent. People don't mind earning less return, if they have a bit more
surety."
Despite the inherent difficulty of growth-stage deals, a company's ability to scale across
countries is typically a draw for investors who would otherwise hesitate to dip their toes into the
space. Mr Jaensubhakij noted that, for many years, tech firms in Israel struggled to grow within
their own market; it was only when many expanded to the large US market did they strike gold.
In a similar vein, South-east Asian firm needing capital for a domestic market might be
viewed as high-risk. "But if you are a US$40 million investment going into a market that could
expand to 600 million people, it's a different proposition. I think (investors) need to be able to
think that way."
While GIC is "good at Series D and E but not so great at the middle", it has invested in
growth funds and has also co-invested at growth equity rounds, said Mr Jaensubhakij.
The recent WeWork-SoftBank saga in the US - SoftBank's rescue of WeWork, the gross
mismanagement of which came to light when it attempted a listing - has cast a spotlight on
corporate governance, even in South-east Asia. Mr Nash said many companies that eventually hit
a wall did so because of "wishful thinking" - founders were convinced that they could keep telling
a story based on blitz scaling.
The good news is, "most entrepreneurs here are humble to a fault and able to execute in a
very methodical, systematic way. If anything, I think South-east Asia will have fewer of these
sorts of incidents than other parts of the world", he said.
Greed and fear dominate the industry, and sometimes greed gets the better of investors, said
Mr Jaensubhakij. This is especially so when investors see companies getting higher valuations and
fear missing out on a good deal.
An ecosystem where venture firms are intimately involved in how founders conduct their
companies and themselves, can contribute to good governance systems, he said.
All panellists firmly agreed that the lack of tech talent is a pressing issue in Southeast Asia.
The Philippines, for one, is investing in human resources through reskilling efforts and
curriculum changes.
Rafaelita Aldaba, undersecretary for competitiveness and innovation in the Philippines'
Department of Trade and Industry, said: "It's not just about higher-level education. We're really
going to ... (target) all levels to ensure that our workforce would be innovative, entrepreneurial
and have soft skills; we also need them to be creative, imaginative, know teamwork, and have
emotional intelligence, along with other qualities that are needed for the future."
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FEATURE ARTICLE ON ASIA PARTNERS IN THE EDGE
November 11, 2019 (Southeast Asia Financial Weekly Magazine)
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FEATURE ARTICLE ON ASIA PARTNERS IN THE EDGE, cont’d
November 11, 2019 (Southeast Asia Financial Weekly Magazine)
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FEATURE ARTICLE ON ASIA PARTNERS IN TECH IN ASIA
October 15, 2019 (Southeast Asia’s Leading Technology Publication)

20 unicorns will emerge in Southeast Asia by 2030, predicts Asia
Partners’ Nick Nash

October 15, 2019
Melissa Goh

It’s a “golden age” for aspiring unicorns in Southeast Asia, according to Nick Nash, co-founder of
growth equity investment firm Asia Partners. At current levels of affluence, the region is in a sweet spot –
the same zone that China and Japan were at when a majority of their tech companies went public.
Nash was formerly the group president of internet company Sea, which runs gaming platform
Garena, ecommerce site Shopee, and payments platform AirPay. He stepped down from the role in
December 2018, after the Singapore-based firm’s October 2017 trade debut on the New York Stock
Exchange. He went on to launch Asia Partners in January this year.
Delivering the keynote address at the 2019 Tech in Asia Conference in Jakarta, Nash said that at
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(continued)
present, Southeast Asia’ current zone of per capita income sits between China and India. At this zone,
discretionary income increases exponentially – around six times – when income doubles, creating an
opportunity for businesses looking to scale.
He added that most of the tech companies in China went public in or around that “zone of
affluence” – a point where spendable income grows from 5% to 15% of total income – which occurred
in the country between 2003 and 2013. Korea and Japan experienced a similar trajectory.
The same phenomenon could explain why it was challenging to build a large-scale business in India,
despite its vast population potential of 1.3 billion. “On average, each of them only earns US$2,000 a year,
and only US$100 of that is discretionary,” Nash said.
In comparison, with average incomes of US$4,600 a year and a discretionary income of about 15%
of that or US$600, Southeast Asia’s affluence levels are equivalent to that of China’s in 2007. “We’re
exactly 11 years behind China,” he continued.
He observed that every Chinese tech company that listed in the last 25 years did it in four steps.
“They laid the table with telecommunications. [Then] they had a first generation of web companies, a
second generation that was a little bit more specialized, and a third generation of very mobile-oriented
companies that were also very offline-enabled.”
By studying the Chinese playbook, Nash predicts that 20 more unicorns will emerge from the region
in the next decade, coming from sectors across online-to-offline, online health, social/chat, ecommerce
logistics, and online travel, among others.
Playing to home court advantages
Southeast Asia’s complexities could be part of its home court advantage “because if something is
complicated, at least we [Southeast Asians] can understand and navigate it,” Nash noted.
Local companies have prospered and even outdone their global competitors in some instances,
thanks to their understanding of local markets as well as mastery of the supply chain and cross-border
interactions.
“You’ve got six major economies, and all of them have a different gift,” Nash pointed out.
Companies can go regional by capitalizing on each country’s relative strengths: the size of Thailand and
Indonesia’s gross domestic product and population, Singapore’s accessibility global capital markets and
abundance of technical talent – an advantage that Vietnam also has.
Many of today’s tech startups have another edge that their predecessors didn’t: their founders are
alumni of companies that are already regional. The 10 pan-regional “academies” like Gojek, Garena,
Grab, Lazada, Facebook and Google etc. – have collectively produced over 20,000 “graduates,” and 10%
of them have gone on to put up their own businesses.
Armed with experience in navigating Southeast Asian markets, members of a growing Lazada mafia
are setting up shop in the region. The experience of building a company from nothing to unicorn status
imparts valuable lessons, such as how to be more operationally efficient, former executives told Tech in
Asia. This alumni network could also open doors for potential investment deals down the line.
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(continued)
Unlike previous generations in which entrepreneurs generally met people in a university setting or
through family networks and consultancies, the current crop of founders can pull together their peers
from regional companies like Grab and Gojek – peers who already know how to build a regional business.
In the last few years, a rising number of Indonesians have been studying in other Southeast Asian
countries like Malaysia and Thailand, but this practice can be encouraged on a larger scale, Nash said.
China’s tech boom was fueled by a dramatic upskilling of its workforce – 11 times as many Chinese
students are pursuing undergraduate degrees in the US today than two decades ago. The ongoing trade
war and military tensions between the US and China presents an opportunity for Southeast Asia to take
advantage of a “low-hanging fruit” – to obtain engineering and specialized professional degrees abroad.
“A lot of people who used to go to America from China – those seats are now empty,” Nash adds.
A missed opportunity
Though over 200 investment firms – including family offices – in the region back companies that
seek seed funding and over 26 firms invest in series A and B rounds, only about three companies are
looking to plow in between US$20 million to US$100 million in series C or D rounds, Nash revealed.
But that stage is the crucial bottleneck that stands between businesses struggling to scale and those
that rise to unicorn status.
Investors like Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund Temasek Holdings are putting more resources into
earlier-stage fundings. Last month, Vertex Venture Holdings – Temasek’s venture capital arm – raised
US$290 million for a new fund that targets growth-stage companies. The Vertex Growth Fund is
expected to invest between US$10 million to US$15 million per startup.
Temasek has also launched a US$50 million joint venture fund focused on logistics and invested in at
least one seed-stage startup.
The investment firm, however, remains “very focused” on the segment of “aspiring unicorns” valued
between US$100 million to US$1 billion, Rohit Sipahimalani, joint head of Temasek’s portfolio strategy
and risk group, told the Straits Times earlier this month.
“There’s an old joke that it’s easier to raise US$400 million or US$4 million in Southeast Asia than it
is to raise US$40 million,” Nash said.
According to Nash’s calculations, US and China are doing about 700 and 130 of those deals,
respectively, every year. He added that in Indonesia, such deals happen at a frequency of 0.0039 per
million citizens annually, which means it’s 600 times harder to raise a series C and D in Indonesia than it is
in the US.
But less money is being allocated into such funding, even when taken in dollar terms. “[North]
America puts 0.12 basis points of its gross domestic product into those deals every year. Indonesia is
putting 0.5 basis points of its gross domestic product annually,” he added.
Nash urged investors to rethink the way they look at Indonesia. It’s a market where commercial real
estate has the same risk-return ratio as the tech sector, and yet the former receives much more capital than
the latter.
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(continued)
Capital market activity is telling: in the 1990s, Indonesia was a “very active” user of the US capital
market, Nash said. From 1990 to 2000, Indonesian firms raised about US$9 billion in capital markets, and
a quarter of that came from the US – more than the money raised from Chinese companies.
Yet from 2001 to today, there hasn’t been a single Indonesian IPO in the US. “There’s no legal or
structural reason for that. Indonesia remains the fourth-most important country on the planet and the top
two in terms of growth, yet the Chinese have continued to tap into the US market for growth and we
haven’t,” Nash added.
It’s a more dismal picture when the tech sector in Indonesia is singled out. “In the 1990s, 55% of the
capital they raised came from the American stock market. But in the 2000s, none of them did.”
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REDDOORZ CEO INTERVIEW IN PHOCUSWIRE
October 28, 2019 (Travel Industry Trade Publication)

In The Big Chair - Amit Saberwal of RedDoorz
Prior to launch RedDoorz Amit Saberwal spent 20 years across roles in the hospitality and travel tech
industries, including time at MakeMyTrip where he was chief business officer. Plans for RedDoorz
this year include expansion across Indonesia, the Philippines, Vietnam and Singapore. The company
has grown to offer more than 1,500 properties on its platform across over 100 cities.

Amit Saberwal
By Linda Fox
October 28, 2019
Q: REDDOORZ HAS RAISED SEVERAL LARGE ROUNDS THIS YEAR TO BE INVESTED IN NEW
MARKETS AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT, CAN YOU SHARE HOW THOSE PLANS ARE
PROGRESSING?
RedDoorz’s growth is on track. We are looking at strategically expanding our footprint across
Southeast Asia and opening up new markets within the next six to 12 months. We have just announced
our new regional tech hub in Vietnam recently. The new hub will complement our primary tech team
based out of India to boost our tech capabilities in the region. In addition, we intend to increase our
market share and will continue solidifying our position as the market leader in the affordable hospitality
space in Southeast Asia, where we already operate the largest network of hotels.
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(continued)
Q: THE LOW-COST SEGMENT AND THE DEPENDENCE ON MOBILE ARE KEY DRIVERS TO GROWTH
IN THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY IN SOUTHEAST ASIA CURRENTLY. REDDOORZ TICKS THE FIRST BOX,
HOW IS IT ENSURING IT TICKS THE SECOND?
At our very core, we are a tech company and have built our brand upon strong tech solutions. The
future of our business is technology-enabled and technology-driven so as to sustain continuous growth.
We have developed our own proprietary tech solutions such as RedFox, our dynamic pricing and
inventory management tool for revenue optimisation and operational excellence. The tool allows
RedDoorz to streamline our revenue optimisation processes while also improving the efficiency of
various operational tasks.
We also have our own mobile app and online site to bring customers the convenience of having the
choice of many property options at their fingertips. 75% of our bookings are made directly via the
RedDoorz app – which shows that we are successful in engaging with our customers digitally.
Q: THERE IS A LOT OF TALK ABOUT PLATFORMS VERSUS SUPER APPS CURRENTLY, DO YOU SEE
REDDOORZ STAYING TRUE TO ITS CORE BUSINESS OF BUDGET HOTEL DISTRIBUTION? ANY PLANS
TO DIVERSIFY OR ADD SERVICES?
We are constantly building on our deep understanding and knowledge of the Southeast Asian
consumer by leveraging key data and insights, to test out new product lines and services that will cater to
their immediate needs and desires.
Q: WITH THE AMOUNT OF FUNDING GOING INTO WHAT IS BEING CALLED “ALTERNATIVE
ACCOMMODATION”, SOME ARE CONCERNED IT MIGHT BE A BUBBLE, WHAT’S YOUR VIEW?
According to The Asia Pacific Chains Report 2018, it is estimated that the overall size of the Asia
Pacific market to be just over 120,000 hotels with over four million rooms.
The hospitality industry is a multi-player market, and we believe that the budget hotel market in
Southeast Asia still has ample space to grow.
As per the latest report by Google-Temasek, Southeast Asians are the most engaged mobile internet
users in the world. There are 360 million internet users in the region, and 90% of them connect to the
internet primarily through their mobile phones.
These internet users communicate with their families, friends, and colleagues, and they entertain
themselves, learn new skills, and become more productive. Increasingly, they buy products, trips, and food
online. All this takes place millions of times every day across the region. A vision that was almost
impossible to imagine is now daily routine.
Powered by these fundamental changes in consumer behavior, the internet economy continues to
grow at an unprecedented pace. It has soared to $100 billion for the first time in 2019, more than tripling
in size over the last four years. ecommerce and ride-hailing continue to beat the most optimistic of
predictions.
Other strong areas are online media and online travel, that continue to grow at a steady rate, with
ample room to expand further.
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By 2025, the internet economy is expected to grow to $300 billion. This is the opportunity RedDoorz
saw in 2015 when we launched in Indonesia, a country with one of the largest domestic tourism traffic in
the region.
We are careful to not spread ourselves too thin, too far, too fast. Our aim is to provide hyper-local
solutions, sometimes even at a city level. Our deep understanding of the regional landscape is what
differentiates us.
Q: DOES RAISING ALL THIS CAPITAL PLACE ADDITIONAL PRESSURE ON THE COMPANY AND ARE
FURTHER ROUNDS ON THE CARDS?
We see it as positive encouragement that our investors trust and believe in our capabilities and our
potential for growth. Their faith in us pushes us to grow and improve the company.
Right now, we are looking to close the Series C round, spread our wings deeper into our operational
markets as well as enter a new market like Thailand in 2020.
Q: REDDOORZ IS OFTEN DESCRIBED AS A CHALLENGER TO OYO - WHERE ARE THE SIMILARITIES
AND WHAT DO YOU FEEL MAKES YOU STANDOUT?
We take a hyper-local strategy derived from our understanding of the Southeast Asian market since
we are a home-grown brand – especially those (Singapore, Vietnam, The Philippines and Indonesia) in
which we operate in.
We are careful to not spread ourselves too thin, too far, too fast. Our aim is to provide hyper-local
solutions, sometimes even at a city level. Our deep understanding of the regional landscape is what
differentiates us. We have a strong understanding of the consumer in Southeast Asia at a granular level
from country-to-country, city-by-city, and even district-by-district.
Q: OYO STICKS OUT IN TERMS OF ITS RAPID EXPANSION TO MANY GEOGRAPHIES IN RECENT
MONTHS, HOW DOES YOUR GROWTH STRATEGY DIFFER?
We see this as an opportunity to continue to innovate more. We are very geographically focused by
taking a conscious and prudent approach to focus our efforts on Southeast Asia.
This is because Southeast Asia is a very fragmented market and we need to ensure that we have a
deep understanding of the customers we serve.
Our knowledge of the Southeast Asian landscape is what really sets us apart.
For example, Indonesia, one of our key drivers of growth, has a huge population of 264 million with
a rising middle class and a robust domestic travel ecosystem.
Q; DO YOU THINK ONLINE TRAVEL GIANTS ARE EYEING YOUR BUSINESS IN TERMS OF
COMPETITION IN THE SPACE? DOES IT MAKE YOU AN ACQUISITION TARGET?
We are operating a network of more than 1,500 properties and we aim to have 15,000 hotels in our
network by 2023. We are currently tracking at pace of high-growth, and have only scratched the surface.
According to Google and Temasek/Bain, e-Conomy SEA 2019, online travel has grown to US$34
billion with a strong and stable base of users who are travelling more frequently for leisure and business,
both domestically and internationally.
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We believe that we still have some ways to go in terms of extending our reach deeper into our
existing markets and growing into new ones, but we’re on the right track.
Q: WHAT OTHER DIGITAL BRANDS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA, NOT NECESSARILY IN TRAVEL, DO YOU
LOOK TO FOR INSPIRATION?
There are some incredible brands in Southeast Asia that are doing ground-breaking work, that we
truly admire. But when we look for inspiration, we look at the individuals who have been behind some of
the biggest ‘success stories’ in this part of the world.
One of them being the founders of Asia Partners. The firm led our recent funding initiative and
invested in RedDoorz at the latest Series C round.
To give some background, Asia Partners has been set up by two very enterprising individuals, who in
their own right have played a strategic role in building the internet revolution in Asia.
Oliver Rippel, prior to starting Asia Partners, was the CEO of B2C e-commerce for Naspers, which
included all etail, marketplace, and travel operations globally.
Oliver led all of Naspers’ investments in Flipkart, where he served as Naspers’ appointed Director to
the Board for six years.
In August 2018, Flipkart’s exit to Walmart was one of the largest exits ever in the Internet and
ecommerce space, and India’s largest ever exit of a technology company.
As part of this transaction, Naspers sold its 11.2% percent stake for $2.2 billion. The investment was
a $1.6bn or 3.6x return over six years, at an estimated 29% IRR.
The second founder of Asia Partners is Nick Nash - one of the most recognised and respected faces
in Southeast Asia in the entrepreneurial world.
Nick was the group president of Sea, Greater Southeast Asia’s leading internet company with a
~14Bn market cap, from 2014 to 2018.
Nash led Sea’s landmark IPO on the New York Stock Exchange, which raised approximately $1
billion of primary capital and which was the largest ever U.S. IPO of a company from Southeast Asia.
So for us, such individuals become our inspiration. They have joined us in our journey of high
growth, and their experience and deep understanding of the ecosystem in Southeast Asia has been, and
will continue to be of immense value to us as we scale across the region.
Q: WHAT DO YOU THINK HAS BEEN THE MAIN REASON WHY SO MANY WESTERN ONLINE
TRAVEL BRANDS HAVE FAILED TO MAKE A MARK IN SOUTHEAST ASIA?

Southeast Asia is a highly-fragmented market that takes time to understand.
In a region where 10 official languages coexist with hundreds of local dialects, there are different
behaviour patterns and socio-cultural nuances as well. We are a local company based in Singapore, part of
Southeast Asia, and that helps us understand the region and our existing markets better.
RedDoorz has managed to establish itself as we take a hyperlocal approach instead of macro
perspective. We take a city-to-city approach to grow, and only when we reach a certain threshold within a
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city will we expand to the next. We ensure that we understand the city we operate in before expanding to
another.
Q: WHAT EXPERIENCE FROM PREVIOUS ROLES SUCH AS MAKEMYTRIP DID YOU BRING TO
REDDOORZ?
Prior to my role at MakeMyTrip I used to be a hotelier. Then in the early 2000’s I moved to this
internet company (prior to the internet being readily accessible or mainstream in the country).
Over the years, MakeMyTrip went onto become one of India’s most renowned startup success
stories.
MakeMyTrip brought me to Southeast Asia almost a decade ago. It was during this time that I was
fortunate enough to travel across the region to see first-hand the struggles of property owners - from
securing occupancy and surviving in a highly competitive space to scaling their businesses - especially as
the digital revolution crept in.
It’s these key plights that ultimately led me to starting RedDoorz.
MakeMyTrip taught me the art of scaling and how the effective use of technology can play a vital
role in localising and personalising solutions for the industry at large. It truly was a disruptive player ahead
of its time, and I believe RedDoorz is doing the same today in Southeast Asia.
Q: WHAT KEEPS YOU AWAKE AT NIGHT?
How do we ensure consistency in delivering market-leading customer service whilst rapidly scaling
our business.
We are continuously innovating as a company, developing new and improved ways of working. Our
employee training programs (including those we offer to employees of our partner hotels) aren’t just
robust, they’re class-leading, and we’re now in a position to enhance these offerings.
The good thing is, we have a pool of worldclass talent at RedDoorz, so I wouldn’t say that it’s
something that “keeps me awake at night”, but it is something I find myself thinking about quite often.
Q: WHAT WAS THE LAST BOOK YOU READ?
The last book I read was called Built To Last, Successful Habits of Visionary Companies by Jim
Collins and Jerry Porras. It was an insightful read, one that highlights a common thread that can be found
in the most successful and long-standing companies we see, hear and read about today.
Q: WHO DO YOU MOST ADMIRE IN THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY AND WHY?
It’s difficult to put everyone whom I admire in this industry into one bucket, as there are so many. If
I had to choose, I’d be hard pressed not to mention Rajesh Magow, co-founder and CEO of
MakeMyTrip, and Deep Kalra, CEO of MakeMyTrip in India.
I had the pleasure of working with both of them, and to see how far they’ve come and what they’ve
achieved with the company is nothing short of inspirational.
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WIT Singapore 2019: Being Level-headed, Judicious and Open Key
To Making Wise Investment Decisions, Say VCs

Asia Partners Co-Founding Partner Oliver Rippel, seated second from right

By Yon Heong Tung
October 15, 2019
Startups today are inundated by the narrative of being showered with copious amounts of funding.
Companies can hit astronomical – and some would say logic-defying – valuations, as investors place large
bets on companies in the hopes of landing a golden goose. Indeed, there’s a lot of hype around the VCstartup relationship, but is it healthy for the entrepreneurial ecosystem?
How can investors avoid a sense of FOMO (‘fear of missing out’) when looking at trendy but not
necessarily lucrative investment opportunities? And how can they apply more logic and sense to a
financing decision and securing the right investee?
In a panel discussion on Day 1 of the WiT Singapore 2019 Main Stage, VCs from across global
markets discussed strategies investors should apply to make more sound investment decisions, and how
startup founders can develop stronger relationships with their investors.
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The panel was moderated by Stephan Ekbergh, CEO of Travelstart, and featured:
 William Bao Bean, Managing Director of Chinaccelerator;
 Kuo-Yi Lim of Managing Partner, Monk’s Hill Ventures;
 Oliver Rippel, Founding Partner of Asia Partners;
 Melissa Guzy, Co-founder & Managing Partner, Arbor Ventures;
Here are the key takeaways:
Don’t fear FOMO; think about the long-term approach instead
The temptation to give in to FOMO will always be there. And for VCs that focus on making a limited
number of significant deals annually, there will inevitably be times when they miss out on companies that
eventually turn out to be a winner.
However, the panel advised that instead of feeling regret, investors should ask themselves a
fundamental question: “Based on the same amount of information available at that point of time, would I
still have made the same investment decision?”
If the answer is “yes”, then they have built a system of strong investment values that is consistent
and repeatable across different cycles, which is more important than being driven by emotions that can be
illogical and lead to short-sighted and ill-advised decisions. Staying true to their philosophy that has served
them well in the past will keep them on track to making stronger investment choices.
Investing in a business means investing in its founder, which is akin to getting into a long-term
relatonship or marriage, said Bean. It is a lot of commitment and investors are usually tied up with the
company for at least five to 10 years. It’s a lot of effort and devotion for an impulsive investment decision.
Before investors sign a cheque, what they really need to consider is whether they would be willing to
continue working with a founder and company during a downturn. Are they prepared to fight through
tough times and tackle problems together? Does the company’s culture align with their philosophy and
would they be able to overcome conflict amicably?
Backing the right founder and building strong relationships
To judge a founder’s capabilities, character and compability is not a simple task. Today, however,
investors can leverage advanced tools to filter out founders who may not be a good fit or whose character
is suspect.
For example, there was talk about developing AI programmes that can assess any founder’s behaviour
profile based on online data, to give investors a clearer sense of if they will be good to work with or if
they should be kept at arm’s length. Investors could also use the HBDI (Hermann Brain Dominance
Instrument) test to analyse how a founder would approach a decision-making process.
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Nonetheless, measuring the calibre and integrity of a founder is not exact science.
Many entrepreneurs, especially in Southeast Asia, are young upstarts in their mid-20s whose
behaviour and thought processes are still subject to major change as they continue to mature. Plus, it is
virtually impossible to predict every possible scenario that could occur, regardless of how much due
diligence there is on the founder and their company.
Ultimately, investors have to feel comfortable working with the founder and their team from day one.
“Make sure you are a good fit,” said Guzy. “As an entrepreneur, it can take 35-40 venture firms before you
find the right one. Thre are lots of ingredients that go into if a match can work and you have to meet a
lot of VCs to find the one you want to partner with.”
After that match is made, maintaining an open, communicative relationship is fundamental to
sustaining a long and happy ‘marriage’. Lim advised that it is more productive for founders to open and
vulnerable about business than feel the need to pitch about how great the business is doing all the time.
Being honest about the challenges a business is facing will help investors get a better sense of what
support they can provide to overcome any problem.
Rippel added, “The biggest mistake is trying to manage everything in your board room meeting…
Keep the quarterly board meeting to focus on the bigger things that matter and what you need to keep
things going.” Beyond the boardroom, he advised regular meet ups to work through the smaller, grittier
details of the business that both sides can work through together.
Most importantly, the investors advised that a positive relationship is one where founders can feel
vunlerable with their investors. Founders should feel comfortable writing emails or weekly newsletters to
their investors that speak openly about struggles and achievements. Ditch the polished, PR lingo; speak
the unfettered, unvarnished truth that comes from the heart instead. Investors appreciate the honesty and
directness, and this way founders and their investors will develop a stronger bond altogether.
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Asia Partners’ Rippel on Why SEA Could Produce Up To 30
Unicorns and How He Doesn’t Want To Miss It This Time

Oliver Rippel: “South-east Asia is on the cusp. Everything is lining up, upstream ecosystem of VCs,
initial role models of scaled up unicorns, recycling of talent from first gen unicorns starting new businesses
– it’s super exciting and I want to be part of it, I don’t want to miss it this time.”
By Yeoh Siew Hoon
October 2, 2019
Oliver Rippel, co-founder and partner of Asia Partners, believes South-east Asia could yield between
20 and 30 tech unicorns. And he believes there are only certain sectors that can have global network
effects, the rest, which includes online travel, is where local heroes can win over global players. He should
know, he was part of the eBay China team that failed. Yeoh Siew Hoon catches up with this tech investor
who successfully led Naspers’ exit out of Flipkart when it was sold to Walmart and who’s no stranger to
online travel – he was on the founding team of the Ibibo Group, with Goibibo acquired by MakeMyTrip,
and his new fund recently led the $70m round into “affordable accommodation provider” RedDoorz.
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Q: HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN INVOLVED IN THE TECH SPACE?
I personally have been in tech for two decades.
Q: CAN’T BE – YOU LOOK WAY TOO YOUNG.
It’s my half-Asian side (Rippel is German-Korean), it keeps me looking younger than I really am. I spent a
decade with eBay in Germany, China and South-east Asia. Then I joined Naspers for over a decade. My
passion comes from not only tech but also emerging markets and the inspiration from working with
founders.
Q: WHY ASIA PARTNERS?
It’s a continuation of what we have been doing but exclusively focused on South-east Asia. We want to
help tech and tech-enabled companies at the growth equity stage – companies that have product market
fit already and about to scale across the region. RedDoorz fits that to a T. Headquartered in Singapore,
successfully expanding to emerging markets – it’s a playbook being adopted by more upcoming
companies. You had the first generation of unicorn companies like Grab, and now you have the next gen
of fast growing companies like RedDoorz.
Q: YOU’RE NOT NEW TO ONLINE TRAVEL, SO YOU RECOGNISE THE OPPORTUNITY IN THE
SECTOR.
Yes, I’ve had a lot of exposure to online travel the past 10 years. Ibibo Group was not an investment into
an existing business but a green field project with a local team. We tried many business models but two
really stuck – payments with PayU India, one of the largest online payments in the country, and online
travel with Goibibo – hotels, ticketing, bus ticketing.
Q: WHAT WERE THE LESSONS YOU LEARNT FROM THAT?
Online travel is a big addressable market in any emerging country, especially in the early years of market
development, significantly larger than the rest of the eco-system. Online travel plays a pioneering role to
get customers used to transacting online. There’s also a big societal need to travel which coincides with the
rise of a middle class.
Travel is also a standardised and digital product that can be delivered in a seamless way, unlike a physical
product that must be delivered, well, physically. So often online travel is the first big vertical that emerges
– MakeMyTrip was the first real consumer tech IPO from India. We saw an opportunity to scale Goibibo
in the market, especially the hotel segment, which led to the acquisition of Goibibo by MakeMyTrip.
Q: SO IF YOU TAKE A BIRD’S EYE VIEW OF THE TECH LANDSCAPE OVER THE LAST TWO DECADES,
WHAT PHASE IS IT AT RIGHT NOW IN SOUTH-EAST ASIA?
Looking at it from top down, and studying Internet models, markets develop through various phases and
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based on data, you see four different stages – basic infrastructure, telco players; horizontal Internet
platforms; vertical platforms; and the last step – O2O, offline and online, where China is today.
South-east Asia is on the cusp of the third stage. Most of the existing unicorns in South-east Asia are
mainly horizontal – OTAs, ride sharing, e-commerce platforms. In travel, we see well-established OTAs –
Agoda, second gen OTAs – Traveloka, and now the emergence of vertical offerings – budget hotels is
one of the largest verticals. The budget hotel sector in South-east Asia is larger than the whole of India –
there’s a vast pool of unbranded one- and two-star hotels facing low occupancy rates.
Q: KLOOK – THAT’S ANOTHER VERTICAL OFFERING?
Yes, destination services. These stages co-relate with affluence. China is 11 years on average ahead of
South-east Asia in affluence, so we are looking at where the gaps are here.
Q: AND WHAT ARE THE GAPS?
Classifieds verticals – jobs, cars … they are gaining significant traction. Education, health tech. Our scope
is very wide, we are looking at companies that are already fairly established, not at the product market
proof point but multi-market proof point.
Financial sustainability of the model is important, how well does it monetize, the competitive dynamics,
the switching costs – if it’s too low and where there is no loyalty, then it’s a race to the bottom – high
retention rate on both supply and demand, and time period to profitability.
Q: DO YOU THINK GIVEN THE RECENT COLLAPSE OF TWO UNICORNS – TINK LABS AND HONEST
BEE – THERE’S MORE EMPHASIS ON PROFITABILITY VS UNPROFITABLE GROWTH?
I think it’s good to have models where you can have the option to either swing the pendulum towards
profitability or towards growth. You don’t have to go down the path of growing for the sake of growing.
Q: LESSONS FOR TECH STARTUPS FROM THESE TWO COLLAPSES?
Think deeply of the product market fit and the resulting business model and have strong proof points
before you scale. That starts relatively early into the journey, when you raise Series A or latest Series B. Do
a reality check – you are not going to be the only one, assume competition will always be there. Business
savviness is super important – what value do you add to the consumer and how do you capture that
value?
Q: A LOT OF INVESTORS ALWAYS SAY THEY LOOK AT THE FOUNDER WHEN THEY THINK YES OR
NO BEFORE INVESTING. HOW DO YOU THINK THAT’S CHANGED AFTER WHAT WE’VE SEEN
HAPPENED WITH ADAM NEUMANN, FOUNDER OF WEWORK?
The founder is definitely key but not just in his form today – but can he scale? Not just the organisation,
can the founder scale? Sometimes you do take a leap of faith in early stage investing but at our stage, we
can look at track record and ask, is he the choke point or the enabler?
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On the founder: “The founder is definitely key but not just in his form today – but can he scale? Not just
the organisation, can the founder scale?” – Oliver Rippel, Asia Partners
Q: DO YOU HAVE A FORMULA – LIKE SPEND 100 HOURS WITH THE FOUNDER?
Time spent certainly helps, in business and non-business. Outside the boardroom helps.
Q: DO YOU EVER TALK TO THE WIFE AND KIDS? I COULD SAY HUSBAND AND KIDS – BUT THERE
ARE STILL VERY FEW WOMEN FOUNDERS.
It’s changing but yes, still few. We don’t talk to the wife and kids but we do get to know them in informal
settings. Maybe there’s a point here. You get cues from the family – building a good company should be
related to raising a good family.
Q: SPEAKING OF BUILDING COMPANIES AND PROFITABILITY – MAKEMYTRIP TURNS 20 NEXT
YEAR, IT’S STILL NOT PROFITABLE. TRAVELOKA SAYS IT HOPES TO BECOME PROFITABLE IN
COUPLE OF YEARS AND THEN GO FOR AN IPO. WHAT’S A REASONABLE PATH/TIME PERIOD TO
PROFITABILITY?

From the time we invest in something, I’d say 20 years would not be a reasonable time. But yes, in the
“forseeable future” or a timeframe in which you can say in the next three to five years, you will go for an
IPO and the best way to prepare for that is to show sustainable cash flow.
Q: LET’S LOOK AT THE MARKET THAT
WELL-FUNDED OYO, FOR ONE.

REDDOORZ IS IN – IT’S COMPETING AGAINST THE VERY

The opportunities are large, all the players have a toe hold in the addressable market. It’s been proven that
in most markets, it’s not a winner takes all, but a multi-player, multi-winner market. Competition is good –
at the end of the day, what value do you provide the hotel owner and customer? If we focus on playing
our own game in a market that is massive, there will be a few winners.
Q: HOW MANY UNICORNS COULD SOUTH-EAST ASIA PRODUCE IN THE NEXT FIVE YEARS?
I’d say there’s room for 20-30 – in what time period, that remains to be seen. The market potential is
certainly there – size of middle class, spending power, and also the ability of local and regional companies
to compete against global players. For many business models, the proof is very clear – local and regional
can win, not in sectors where there is global network effect, but in sectors where you need local network
effects, local home advantage – where you need to work with local supply chain, local merchants, local
hotels, local content.
Local vs global: “For many business models, the proof is very clear – local and regional can win, not in
sectors where there is global network effect, but in sectors where you need local network effects, local
home advantage.” – Oliver Rippel, Asia Partners
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Q: FLIPKART IS A GOOD EXAMPLE OF HOW A LOCAL HERO WON.
Yes, you have to be a step ahead of your competitors that often have other priorities to think about –
Grab vs Uber in the previous episode of ride sharing.
Q: EBAY, WHERE YOU WORKED, THAT WAS AN EXAMPLE OF A GLOBAL COMPANY THAT COULDN’T
COMPETE LOCALLY, ESPECIALLY IN CHINA.
Yes, I was part of that failure and I have to take some responsibility for that. We blew it, and the lessons
from that form our thesis today on local vs global.
Certain business models are just not global network effects and we operated under the wrong
assumptions that you could win the world with just one platform.
On eBay China: “Yes, I was part of that failure and I have to take some responsibility for that. We blew it,
and the lessons from that form our thesis today on local vs global.” – Oliver Rippel, Asia Partners
Q: WHAT LENDS ITSELF TO GLOBAL NETWORK EFFECTS?
Software, social networking, search …
Q: WHAT OTHER FACTORS ARE MAKING THE SOUTH-EAST ASIA TECH ECOSYSTEM MORE
EXCITING, SUSTAINABLE?
The growing markets of Indonesia, Vietnam, Thailand and the Philippines are relevant in terms of getting
to scale. Vietnam is interesting – there’s a shortage of engineers and now Vietnam is emerging as a good
source of engineers. RedDoorz just opened a tech hub in Vietnam.
Q: OTHER THAN HELPING TO PRODUCE MORE UNICORNS, WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS?
I would love to be an active part of shaping the ecosystem. You could argue I left regions twice too early.
I left Berlin in 2004 and now Berlin is the most vibrant tech hub in Europe. I missed what happened in
my hometown. Then I was in China for a few years and I left too early as well, before JD was founded,
Alibaba IPO and the rise of WeChat.
Now I see South-east Asia on the cusp. Everything is lining up, upstream ecosystem of VCs, initial role
models of scaled up unicorns, recycling of talent from first gen unicorns starting new businesses – it’s
super exciting and I want to be part of it, I don’t want to miss it this time.
Q: SO DOES THAT MEAN AFTER YOU’VE SEEN IT THROUGH SOUTH-EAST ASIA, YOU WILL HEAD TO
AFRICA WHERE YOU BEGAN YOUR CAREER WITH NASPERS IN CAPE TOWN WHICH BY THE WAY
WILL HOST WIT AFRICA NEXT YEAR?
South-east Asia is 10 years ahead of India, India could be interesting. (Laughs) Africa is two decades
behind, there’s lots of runway still in Asia.
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Q: WHAT ARE YOU MOST PROUD OF?
My family, a son, 12 and girl, 10 growing up beautifully. Professionally, the Flipkart outcome – it was a
good six-year end-to-end journey.
Q: ARE YOU RAISING YOUR KIDS TO BE UNICORNS?
My daughter likes her unicorns but I think it’s not the same type of unicorn.
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From Sleepless in Singapore to $70 Million for Budget Hotels
RedDoorz matches consumers with budget hotel rooms online
Singapore-based startup sees a potential IPO within 2-3 years

By Yoolim Lee
August 19, 2019, 5:00 AM GMT+8
Amit Saberwal went through many a sleepless night when he first began pitching the idea that
became Southeast Asia’s top online budget-hotels service, RedDoorz.
Few financiers paid attention back then to a middle-aged former hotel sales executive. His vision of
quality $20-a-night rooms seemed impractical for a largely neglected market. And rival outfits run by
younger founders, like Rocket Internet-backed Zen Rooms, hogged the spotlight. It took about six
months before he finally scored a modest $540,000 from his first backer, Singapore-based Jungle Ventures
Pte.
Four years on, many of his competitors are gone and the erstwhile insomniac likes to talk about how
RedDoorz helps customers get a good night’s sleep in 1,400 hotels across 80 cities in Indonesia,
Singapore, Philippines and Vietnam. Fundraising has gotten easier: on Monday, the company disclosed a
$70 million cash infusion from Asia Partners, co-founded by Oliver Rippel, a former CEO of Naspers
Ltd.; Rakuten Capital; and Mirae Asset-Naver Asia Growth Fund.
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Saberwal, now 49, finally
convinced backers with a prudent
business plan that eschewed the
heavy spending others favored,
said Anurag Srivastava, managing
partner of Jungle Ventures, which
has either led or joined each of
RedDoorz’s funding rounds since.
“Amit wasn’t a 24-year-old kid
with a lot of execution risks,” he
said. “We had faith and trust in
him that he’d hustle through
eventually. He’s built the company
prudently, without craziness,
without crazy cash burn.”

(continued)

Amit Saberwal

Four-year-old RedDoorz has now raised about $140 million since its inception from investors
including 500 Startups, SIG and Qiming Venture Partners.
The latest funds will help Saberwal fend off SoftBank-backed Indian lodging startup Oyo Hotels and
Homes, which plans to pour $100 million into Indonesia -- the largest market for RedDoorz -- as part of
a global foray that encompasses the U.S.
Both startups are riding a surge in independent travel as younger Asians grow more affluent and
develop a taste for going it on their own. By 2022, Southeast Asia should host a middle class of 350
million, according to Bain & Co. There are 125,000 budget hotels in the three-star or below segment and
RedDoorz aims to grab 2,000 of those by the end of this year.
Similar to Oyo, RedDoorz signs on budget hotel owners, provides them with software and
standardized supplies, and trains their staff. They split the revenue. Unlike Oyo, Saberwal said he prefers
to focus on Southeast Asia. He’s gearing up to enter Malaysia and Thailand this year before expanding to
other nations like Cambodia.
RedDoorz faces a formidable competitor but has an advantage in proximity to consumers and hotel
owners in its home region, said Lawrence Loh, an associate professor at the NUS Business School in
Singapore. “Money gets you through the door but it doesn’t always get you the success,” he said. “It’s
about scaling and localization.”
Saberwal wants to build a company with a valuation of $1 billion by next year, possibly $5 billion in
two to three years, by which time he hopes to take RedDoorz public.
“It is an entrepreneur’s dream to take his or her company to a logical conclusion. And I think the
most logical way for us to do is an IPO,” he said.
The founder witnessed what an initial public offering can mean to employees of a young startup
when he was chief business officer at MakeMyTrip.com (where he spent nine years after leaving his hotel
sales and marketing job). The company listed on the Nasdaq in 2010, surging 89% on the first day of
trading.
“It’s a great feeling ringing the bell,” said Saberwal, who grudgingly put on a suit during its listing
ceremony in New York. “I stopped wearing a tie after I left the hotel because I got so sick of it. Maybe
when we do our IPO, I will wear a tie again.”
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Venture capital piles into Vietnamese technology companies
John Reed in Ho Chi Minh City and James Kynge and Mercedes Ruehl in Hong Kong
JULY 24 2019
Vietnamese companies in sectors ranging from trucking to fintech and facial recognition are
attracting a record wave of venture capital money, drawn in by the digital transformation and growing
wealth of one of Asia’s youngest and fastest growing economies.
The country is making headway in the south-east Asian nations’ race to build their first “unicorns”,
fund managers say.
Such companies, with valuations of $1bn or more, gain the attention of foreign investors and help
sustain a bigger venture scene.
The numbers show investments into Vietnam are growing in size and total amount.
The country saw 24 deals worth $128m in the first half of this year, up from six transactions worth
$12m in the same period a year ago, according to Asian Venture Capital Journal, a trade publication.
Among the Vietnamese companies that have drawn significant interest from regional and
international investors recently are FastGo, a lower cost rival to south-east Asian ride-sharing company
Grab; Abivin, which organises logistics for Vietnamese enterprises; and Logivan, sometimes described as
an “Uber of trucking”.
“When we started 15 years ago, we were one of the few [private, start-up] companies,” Le Hong
Ming, said co-founder and chief executive of gaming and media company VNG, Vietnam’s first unicorn.
“Now there are hundreds and hundreds.” VNG, which is relatively unknown outside Vietnam but
comparable in its domestic reach to China’s Tencent, started out in online gaming and has expanded into
news, payments, cloud computing and mobile messaging.
The company was valued at an estimated $2.2bn in its most recent fundraising, led by a unit of
Singapore’s Temasek.
VNG in 2017 signed an understanding with Nasdaq to pursue an initial public offer on the exchange,
but has not yet done so, said Mr Ming, because of regulatory issues in Vietnam.
Payments start-up VNPay is also poised to enter the ranks of Vietnamese unicorns, DealStreetAsia
reported this week, with a proposed fundraising of up to $300m from SoftBank Vision Fund and GIC,
Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund.
GIC, SoftBank and VNPay all declined to comment.
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Regional expansion by Vietnam’s rising companies is one of the big themes Vietnamese and other
Asian venture investors are tapping into, along with any business idea that takes advantage of either young
consumers or digital transformation.
“Vietnamese companies going regional is one of the themes we look at,” said Don Lam, chief
executive of VinaCapital, which launched a $100m venture capital fund dedicated to Vietnam last year, its
second.
“When we invest in Vietnam, we want companies to be able to say they can compete regionally, and
hopefully globally one day.” VinaCapital Ventures’ portfolio includes investments in Logivan, FastGo, and
Wee Digital, a biometric and facial recognition company that recently signed a contract with Vietnam’s
biggest conglomerate Vingroup to install its products at hotels and resorts.
Many of the start-ups are being founded by returning members of the Vietnamese diaspora, or locals
who worked or studied abroad before returning home to start companies.
“Vietnam has reverse brain drain. In a lot of countries, the best and brightest go to school abroad
and stay there,” said Justin Nguyen, who heads Monk’s Hill Ventures, a VC fund focused on south-east
Asia.
“We have people returning from the US who went to school there, or people like me who left as
children, bringing back the rich experience from abroad.” Logivan’s founder Linh Pham is a University of
Cambridge graduate and former Goldman Sachs analyst who got the idea for her business after observing
the inefficiency of the trucking market at her family’s fertiliser business in Ho Chi Minh City.
She founded Logivan, which connects cargo owners with truck owner-operators, in 2017.
Since last year, the company has raised nearly $8m from investors including Singapore-based Insignia
Venture Partners and VinaCapital Ventures.
With nearly 100m people, Vietnam is one of south-east Asia’s largest countries, but still lags in critical
mass behind Indonesia, its most populous, or Singapore, its richest.
Oliver Rippel, co-founder of Asia Partners, a new Singapore-based private equity firm that is raising
its first fund targeting south-east Asian tech, said Vietnam would not be the first place to look for deal
sourcing, compared to either Indonesia — which has produced four unicorns, including regional ridehailing company Go-Jek and travel website Traveloka — or Singapore.
“So far the proof has not been in the pudding in terms of Vietnamese companies expanding outside
of the country and into the region,” he said.
“Singapore and Jakarta are the two main hubs we would look at,” he said, adding that Vietnam
remained “a very important puzzle piece in south-east Asia”.
In establishing its first $1bn-plus unicorns, Vietnam is pulling ahead of Thailand, its more developed
regional neighbour, which has yet to produce one.
Still, investors are waiting for more.
“You are going to need billion-dollar companies to make venture economics work,” said Monk Hill’s
Mr Nguyen.
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Asia Partners Announces Firm Launch

SINGAPORE – June 14, 2019 – Asia Partners, a Singapore-based growth equity investment firm, is
today announcing its launch.
Asia Partners is focused on the intersection of three key themes:
 The long-term growth potential of Southeast Asia, a region with almost 10% of the world’s
population.
 The rapid growth of innovative technology and technology-enabled businesses in the region,
many of whom are platforms with pan-regional aspirations.
 The scarcity of growth equity capital for these companies, particularly in the $20 million to
$100 million investment size range, often described as the ‘Series B/C Gap’ between early stage
venture capital and the public capital markets.
Southeast Asia is home to over 350 million internet users, and four of Southeast Asia’s countries are
among the top 10 countries worldwide as measured by mobile internet engagement per day, according to a
recent Temasek and Google study. Southeast Asia’s internet economy reached $72 billion in 2018 and is
expected to exceed $240 billion by 2025, according to the same study.
Capitalizing on that growth, Bain & Company forecasts that the region will give rise to at least 10
new companies with a market value of more than $1 billion each by 2024.
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Asia Partners has five co-founders: Nicholas Avinash Nash, Oliver Minho Rippel, Pitra Ciputra
Harun, Kien Nguyen, and Vorapol Supanusonti.
“At Asia Partners, we believe deeply in the potential for growth equity to accelerate economic growth
throughout Southeast Asia,” said Mr. Rippel, a Partner of the firm and a member of the Investment
Committee. “We believe the next decade will be a golden age of entrepreneurship and innovation for
Southeast Asia, and we are deeply focused on accelerating that progress.”
Each co-founder of Asia Partners has a combination of investing acumen and operational leadership,
enabling a unique approach to identifying and then mentoring the region’s next generation of
entrepreneurs, a true ‘investor-operator’ skill-set.
 Mr. Nash was most recently the Group President of Sea Ltd. (NYSE: SE), the first Southeast
Asian internet company to go public on the New York Stock Exchange. Sea is now a $14bn
market capitalization public company and has delivered a 56% IRR to its IPO investors as of
June 12, 2019, the fifth best performing large tech IPO globally over the past decade and the
best from Asia, large defined as offerings above $500 million in size. He was previously Head
of Southeast Asia at General Atlantic, where he spent a decade as a growth equity investor, cofounded the Singapore office, and led the firm’s investment in Sea Ltd. He began his career
with McKinsey & Company in New York.
 Mr. Rippel was most recently the Chief Executive Officer for all Business-to-Consumer ecommerce investments for Naspers Ltd., a $102 billion market capitalization global internet
group and one of the largest technology investors in the world. Based in Singapore, Mr. Rippel
initiated and led Naspers’ investment in Flipkart and served on its Board of Directors for over
six years. Flipkart’s exit to Walmart in 2018 was one of the world’s largest ever e-commerce
M&A transactions, and Mr. Rippel achieved a $1.6 billion net gain for Naspers. He was
previously a senior executive with eBay for close to a decade across Southeast Asia, Europe,
and North Asia.
 Mr. Harun was most recently the Head of Digital Goods for Bukalapak, one of Indonesia’s
home-grown unicorn companies, where he led its expansion efforts into new verticals. He was
previously with Patamar Capital in San Francisco, and a member of Bain & Company’s Private
Equity Group in Southeast Asia. He is fluent in Bahasa Indonesia.
 Mr. Nguyen was an independent member and Head of the Inspection Committee, analogous
to an Audit Committee Chairman role, of Vinamilk, the largest consumer company in
Vietnam, from 2009 to 2017. During his tenure, Vinamilk’s stock price increased by 11.1x in
U.S. dollar terms. He has been advising local and foreign investors in Vietnam investments
since 2008. He was previously with Temasek Holdings, OCBC Bank, Commonwealth Bank of
Australia, and Credit Suisse. He is fluent in Vietnamese.
 Mr. Supanusonti was most recently a senior executive at Sea Ltd. in Singapore, where he played
a key role on its landmark IPO. He was previously an investor at TPG, one of the world's
largest private equity firms; General Atlantic, the world's largest growth equity firm; and
Temasek Holdings, one of the leading global investment companies. He is fluent in Thai.
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In addition, Asia Partners is today announcing the members of its Advisory Board, a distinguished
group of senior industry and public policy experts. The Asia Partners Advisory Board is chaired by Mr.
Hsieh Fu Hua, the former President of Temasek Holdings, the former CEO of the Singapore Exchange,
and the former Chairman of United Overseas Bank. Mr. Hsieh is also the Chairman of the National
University Health System in Singapore, the National University of Singapore, the National Gallery
Singapore, and the Stewardship Asia Centre.
Other members of the Advisory Board include:
 William P. Adamopoulos, the Chief Executive Officer of Forbes Media Asia
 Ambassador Richard L. Armitage, the former U.S. Deputy Secretary of State
 Professor Chan Heng Chee, Chairman of the Lee Kuan Yew Centre for Innovative Cities at
the Singapore University of Technology and Design, Ambassador from Singapore to the
United States from 1996-2012, and Singapore's Permanent Representative to the United
Nations from 1989 to 1991
 Mr. William O. Grabe, a retired Managing Director from General Atlantic and former Vice
President of IBM Corporation
 Mr. Kuok Khoon Hong, the Chairman, and Chief Executive Officer of Wilmar International
 Mr. Dan Neary, Vice President of Asia Pacific for Facebook
 Mr. Nguyen Phuong Lam, the retired Co-Founder and Senior Managing Partner of the Private
Markets division of Capital Group
 Dr. Kerry J. Sulkowicz, a trusted leadership advisor to some of the world’s best known and
respected corporate executives and boards, and founder and Managing Principal of the Boswell
Group
 Mr. Karim Temsamani, former President of Google Asia Pacific and current Global Lead for
New Payments Products at Stripe
 Mr. John J. Wood, the Founder of Room to Read, one of the world’s most successful nonprofit organizations.
“Asia Partners is deeply committed to supporting the growth of Southeast Asia’s next generation of
entrepreneurs,” said Mr. Nash, Managing Partner and a member of the firm’s Investment Committee.
“We look forward to beginning our investment program and to applying our co-founding team’s and
Advisory Board’s collective experience to helping our companies grow, both geographically and
strategically.”
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New Fund for Southeast Asia Tech Hits First Close
The debut fund from Asia Partners seeks to invest in startups in what it sees as an
underappreciated market

Partners Fund Management Pte Ltd. is based in Singapore, pictured, and plans to invest in tech startups across Southeast Asia.

June 13, 2019
By Newley Purnell

A new Southeast Asia-focused private-equity firm launched by a group of seasoned technology
executives has hit the first close of its debut fund, the latest sign of investors’ growing enthusiasm for
startups in the populous region.
The firm, Singapore-based Asia Partners Fund Management Pte Ltd., aims to make investments of
between $20 million and $100 million, it said Friday. Among the sectors showing promise are specialized
travel platforms, e-commerce logistics and enterprise software, according to executives at the company.
Southeast Asia is “one of the most exciting, and still underappreciated, emerging markets in the
world,” said Nicholas Nash, managing partner and one of five co-founders.
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Mr. Nash was until last year group president of Singapore-based e-commerce and online
entertainment company Sea Ltd., which in 2017 listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Before that he
was Head of Southeast Asia U.S. private-equity firm General Atlantic.
The region is “about 11 years behind China in affluence,” so “we can learn from what worked well
there,” said Asia Partners co-founder and partner Oliver Rippel.
Before his current venture, Mr. Rippel was chief executive of business-to-consumer e-commerce
activities at South African media and internet giant Naspers Ltd. , where he led the company’s investment
in the Indian online shopping giant Flipkart. Walmart Inc. last year acquired Flipkart for $16 billion.
Investors have been pouring money into Southeast Asian startups in recent years. The region is home
to some 600 million people, many of whom are young and increasingly transacting online via
smartphones.
A person familiar with the matter said Asia Partners had raised about $70 million in total.
The size of the region’s internet economy in gross merchandise volume, or the amount of business
transacted, should more than triple from $72 billion last year to $240 billion by 2025, according to a
report co-written by Alphabet Inc. ’s Google and Singapore’s Temasek Holdings.
“The demographics are both sizable and young, and that makes it attractive for investors,” said
Johanne Dessard, Bain’s private equity practice director. “That’s a significant opportunity.”
Ms. Desard said the region is seeing fast adoption of new technologies, while governments in places
like Singapore have adopted policies to foster startups’ growth.
Ten new companies worth $1 billion or more have emerged in the region since 2012, and at least 10
more unicorns should emerge in the next five years, Bain said in a report last year.
Still, there are challenges. Disparate languages across the geographically diverse region complicate
business operations, and top technical talent is harder to find than in the U.S. or China.
Competition is another factor. Southeast Asian ride-hailing company Grab Holdings Inc. has raised
more than $4 billion in recent years from investors such as Japan’s SoftBank Group Corp. , while China’s
Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. last year invested $2 billion in its Singapore-based regional e-commerce
subsidiary Lazada Group. Investors such as Google, KKR & Co. and Warburg Pincus have poured money
into Indonesian motorcycle-hailing startup GoJek.
Amid intense competition from Grab and GoJek, Uber Technologies Inc. last year relinquished its
battle for Southeast Asia’s riders, selling its local operations in exchange for a minority stake in Grab.
Asia Partners’ additional co-founders are Pitra Ciputra Harun, previously an executive at the popular
Indonesian e-commerce platform Bukalapak; Kien Nguyen, earlier an independent member of the board
of directors at Vietnamese dairy firm Vinamilk ; and Vorapol Supanusonti, earlier an executive at Sea.
Write to Newley Purnell at newley.purnell@wsj.com
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New private equity firm Asia Partners eyes South-east Asia startups

(From left) Asia Partners director, Indonesia country head and co-founder Pitra Harun; office manager Christina Neo; Vietnam country partner and co-founder
Kien Nguyen; Mr Nash; Mr Rippel; and managing director, Thailand country head and co-founder Vorapol Supanusonti.

FRI, JUN 14, 2019 - 12:17 PM
VIVIENNE TAY

GROWTH equity investment firm Asia Partners has opened its doors in Singapore to focus
on rapidly growing technology businesses in South-east Asia with pan-regional aspirations.
It plans to make investments in the US$20 million to US$100 million range, or what is known
as the "Series B or C gap" between early-stage venture capital and public capital markets, the
private equity firm said on Friday.
The firm's five co-founders are former Sea group president Nich Nash, Oliver Rippel, Pitra
Harun, Kien Nguyen, and Vorapol Supanusonti. The firm’s advisory board is chaired by former
Temasek Holdings president Hsieh Fu Hua.
Each co-founder has a combination of investment and operational experience, with some
fluent in Bahasa Indonesia, Vietnamese and Thai, the firm said.
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Co-founder and managing partner Mr Nash was most recently the group president of South-east
Asia Internet company Sea, which is listed on the New York Stock Exchange. He was also the former
head of South-east Asia at General Atlantic, where he spent a decade as a growth equity investor, cofounded the Singapore office and led the firm’s investment in Sea.
Mr Rippel, co-founder and partner, was most recently chief executive for all business-to-consumer ecommerce investment for Internet group and technology investor Naspers. He was also previously a
senior executive with eBay for nearly a decade across South-east Asia, Europe and North Asia.
Co-founder Mr Harun is also the firm’s director and Indonesia country head, and was most recently
head of digital goods at Indonesian e-commerce company Bukalapak. He was previously with Patamar
Capital, and a member of Bain & Company’s Private Equity Group in South-east Asia.
Mr Nguyen, co-founder and Vietnam partner, was previously an independent member on Vinamilk’s
board, a Vietnamese consumer company. He also held remits at Temasek Holdings, OCBC Bank,
Commonwealth Bank of Australia and Credit Suisse, and has been advising local and foreign investors in
Vietnam investments since 2008.
Co-founder and managing director Mr Supanusonti was most recently a senior executive at Sea, and
was previously an investor at private equity firm TPG, growth equity firm General Atlantic and
investment company Temasek Holdings.
The firm’s advisory board consists of former US deputy secretary of state Richard Armitage, Wilmar
International chairman and chief executive Kuok Khoon Hong, and Kerry Sulkowicz, founder and
managing principal of the Boswell Group.
Current and former executives from General Atlantic, Facebook, Capital Group, Google Asia Pacific,
non-profit Room to Read, among others, also sit on the advisory board.
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Asia Partners raises $70m for SE Asia growth deals

By Holden Mann
14 June 2019

Asia Partners, a Singapore-based VC firm co-founded by Nick Nash, the former group
president of mobile internet and gaming platform Sea, has raised more than $70 million for its
debut fund, which will invest in Southeast Asian technology companies at the Series B and C
stage. The fundraising process is ongoing.
The target for Asia Partners I, which launched in February, has not been disclosed, though
AVCJ understands the vehicle has reached a first close. The firm will make two to three
investments per year, focusing on companies that have successfully raised Series A or B funding
and are seeking further capital for pan-regional or global growth, with check sizes falling between
$20-100 million.
Asia Partners plans to focus on companies building consumer internet business models
directed at Southeast Asia's middle class, a sector that has seen steady growth due to the region's
rising per capita income, mobile penetration, and early-stage venture capital activity. The firm
expects a healthy deal flow of start-ups that can benefit from local network effects to outperform
global competitors.
“Southeast Asia is like a time machine,” said Oliver Rippel, a co-founder of Asia Partners and
former CEO of B2C e-commerce investments for South African internet conglomerate Naspers.
“Because we’re about 11 years behind China in affluence, we can learn from what worked well
there, in terms of how consumer needs and business models evolved, and then adapt them to the
very unique nuances of Southeast Asia, which make this region so hard for outsiders.”
Nash, who was head of Southeast Asia at General Atlantic before joining Sea (then called
Garena) in 2014, founded Asia Partners earlier this year along with Rippel. Additional cofounders include former Sea executive Vorapol Supanusonti, along with Pitra Ciputra Harun and
Kien Nguyen, formerly of Indonesia’s Bukalapak and Vietnam’s Vinamilk, respectively.
Asia Partners is one of several Southeast Asia-focused GPs that have launched growth-stage
funds in recent years, seeking to address a perceived shortage of capital in this space. Regional
peers include EV Growth - a joint venture between East Ventures, Sinar Mas Digital Ventures,
and YJ Capital - which recently closed its debut fund at $200 million. Golden Gate Ventures and
Jungle Ventures are raising capital for similar strategies.
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Nick Nash’s Asia Partners said to strike $80m first close for SE Asia-focused fund
14 June 2019

Asia Partners, the growth investor launched by former Sea president Nick Nash, has hit a
reported $80m first close for its debut fundraise.
Nash left Singapore games and e-commerce major Sea a year ago to launch Asia Partners,
which will look to back Southeast Asian tech businesses looking to expand across the region.
While at Sea Nash led the largest ever Southeast Asian internet IPO, a $989m offering on the
New York Stock Exchange that had returned a 56 per cent IRR to public shareholders as of June
12 this year.
Fellow Asia Partners co-founder Oliver Rippel was formerly CEO of B2C e-commerce at
Naspers, and initiated the investment in Flipkart before navigating its sale to Walmart at a $21bn
valuation.
Asia Partners will look to make deals in the Series B or C gap, according to its website, eyeing
investments of between $20m and $100m.
DealStreet Asia reported that the firm had hit an $80m first close for its debut fund, citing an
unnamed industry executive tracking the firm.
They added that the fledgling investment house planned to raise more than $300m for the
fund.
The firm is banking on the long-term growth potential of Southeast Asia, a region with
almost 10 per cent of the world’s population – and the rapid growth of innovative tech and techenabled businesses in the region.
Southeast Asia is home to over 350 million internet users, and four of Southeast Asia’s
countries are among the top 10 countries worldwide as measured by mobile internet engagement
per day, according to a recent Temasek and Google study.
Southeast Asia’s internet economy reached $72bn in 2018 and is expected to exceed $240bn
by 2025, that report added.
Asia Partners co-founder Rippel said, “We believe deeply in the potential for growth equity to
accelerate economic growth throughout Southeast Asia.
“We believe the next decade will be a golden age of entrepreneurship and innovation for
Southeast Asia, and we are deeply focused on accelerating that progress.”
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Ex-president of Sea Ltd launches PE firm to back Southeast Asia start-ups
14 June 2019
Reporting by Aradhana Aravindan, Editing by Sherry Jacob-Phillips

SINGAPORE, June 14 (Reuters) - Nicholas Nash, the former president of Singapore-based
online gaming and e-commerce company Sea Ltd, has launched a private equity firm - Asia
Partners - to invest in Southeast Asian technology start-ups.
Asia Partners’ four other co-founders include Oliver Rippel, a former senior executive of
South Africa’s Naspers, and Pitra Ciputra Harun, who was previously with Indonesian ecommerce company Bukalapak, according to the company statement on Friday.
The private equity firm aims to make investments of between $20 million and $100 million.
Nash, who was previously the Southeast Asian head of U.S. fund General Atlantic, played a
key role in Tencent-backed Sea's initial public offer on the New York Stock Exchange, in which it
raised nearly $900 million. Nash left Sea last year. reut.rs/2WDYt43
“At Asia Partners, we believe deeply in the potential for growth equity to accelerate economic
growth throughout Southeast Asia,” said Rippel, who had led Naspers’ investment in India’s
Flipkart.
Southeast Asia has turned into a battleground for start-ups, racing to provide payments to ecommerce to the region’s nearly 650 million people, with investors keen to back them.
A 2018 report by Bain and Co said the region will give rise to at least 10 companies with a
market value of more than $1 billion each by 2024.
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Nick Nash’s Asia Partners secures $80m first close, targets to raise over $300m
14 June 2019
Reporting by Aradhana Aravindan, Editing by Sherry Jacob-Phillips

Asia Partners, the Singapore-based private equity (PE) firm started by former Sea Ltd
president Nick Nash, has secured an $80-million first close for its debut fund, an industry
executive tracking the firm told DealstreetAsia. The PE firm also plans to raise over $300 million
for the fund, this executive added.
An $80-million first close signals strong investor appetite for Southeast Asia’s burgeoning
market for e-commerce, payments, mobile apps and other tech and internet startups. Riding on
the region’s 650-millionstrong population, the digital economy is projected to triple in size and
reach $240 billion over the next seven years.
DEALSTREETASIA first reported that Nash, who left Tencent-backed Sea in December
2018, filed with the US SEC to raise a debut private equity fund called Asia Partners. We had also
reported that the firm has roped in former Naspers top executive Oliver Rippel as its co-founder
and partner.
Asia Partners officially launched Singapore-based growth equity investment firm today and
also confirmed an earlier report by us that it would invest between $20 million and $100 million in
Southeast Asian tech startups. It has identified growth capital – especially in post Series B rounds,
as a limiting factor for companies in the region.
Justifying the move for a growth fund, Nash said, “Southeast Asia had the potential to create
over $400 billion of new technology sector equity value over the next decade”.
“It’s one of the most exciting, and still underappreciated, emerging markets in the
world….The region now has three bona fide decacorns, including one of the best performing
public companies in the world, Sea. In a region of 650 million people, we see plenty of room for
more,” he added.
According to Nash, while Asia Partners was not the first to point out the Series B/C gap in
the funding market here, it may be the first firm to quantify it. “In plain terms, it’s about 100
times harder to raise a venture capital check of between $20-100 million in Southeast Asia than it
is in the United States, and about five times harder than in China. That makes no sense to us – but
it’s also a huge opportunity to back terrific companies and help them scale to their IPOs,” he
added.
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According to Nash, while Asia Partners was not the first to point out the Series B/C gap in
the funding market here, it may be the first firm to quantify it. “In plain terms, it’s about 100
times harder to raise a venture capital check of between $20-100 million in Southeast Asia than it
is in the United States, and about five times harder than in China. That makes no sense to us – but
it’s also a huge opportunity to back terrific companies and help them scale to their IPOs,” he
added.
“We don’t go below $20 million in check size – that’s a well established segment with some
terrific firms already there, helping to find early stage companies. And we don’t go above $100
million, because that’s well established as well. We focus in the middle which helps bridge that
journey from startup to unicorn,” said Nash in a statement.
The firm also unveiled its co-founders [apart from Nash and Rippel] who include Pitra
Ciputra Harun (previously head of Digital Goods for Bukalapak, one of Indonesia’s home-grown
unicorn companies), Kien Nguyen (an independent member of the Board of Directors of
Vinamilk, the largest consumer company in Vietnam, from 2009 to 2017) and Vorapol
Supanusonti (who was earlier with Sea Ltd. in Singapore, where he played a key role in its listing.)
“Our bullish view stems from three key factors: First, the region is home to almost 10% of
humanity, with an overall affluence level that’s about 11 years behind China and rising quickly.
Second, it’s one of the fastest growing internet economies in the world – it’s already at $78 billion,
and that will triple by 2025. And third, for the first time in recent history, we’re now seeing the
emergence of true regional platforms, category winners with real market share across each of the
major countries. Those three factors together create the potential, as Bain has forecasted, to create
another 10 unicorns in the next five years,” added Rippel
Asia Partners joins the likes of Vertex Ventures, Vickers Ventures, Golden Gate Ventures and
Openspace Ventures – all of which have raised growth funds in recent months to capture the
perceived Series B to C gap in the market.
This rising optimism among PE and VC funds has been fueled by a number of factors, such
as rising affluence, deeper internet penetration and a growing number of unicorns across the
region. Bain & Company forecasts that Southeast Asia will give rise to at least 10 new unicorns –
companies with a market value of more than $1 billion – by 2024.
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What I learned from Flipkart
Oliver Rippel is the chief executive officer of Naspers' global business to consumer subsidiaries and investments.

Oliver Rippel, Contributor
August 28, 2018

Two weeks ago, Walmart concluded its investments to acquire a majority stake in Flipkart.
This is one of the largest transactions in e-commerce and in the internet space globally, with
Walmart deploying US$16 billion to obtain an approximate 77 percent shareholding at closing. As
part of this transaction, my company, Naspers, exited fully, selling our 11.18 percent stake for $2.2
billion.
In addition to the obvious financial success — a 3.6x or $1.6 billion absolute return in six
years — being part of one of the greatest success stories of the Indian and global e-commerce
market led to countless insights for Naspers.
Our journey with Flipkart will help us to further shape how we partner with entrepreneurs to
build leading technology companies in the future.
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I was fortunate enough to have had a front-row seat at Flipkart for the past six years, leading
our various investment rounds and being Naspers’ appointed board director. Here are some of
the key lessons that I will remember moving forward.
Pursue big market opportunities and solve big problems
E-commerce is a global trend that manifests in every market around the world. The potential
of Indian e-commerce is beyond any doubt, with a total retail market of more than $500 billion.
Before Flipkart, Indian e-commerce customers were repeatedly disappointed by mediocre
selection, low product quality, little flexibility in payment options and a lengthy delivery
experience.
Flipkart was the first player to solve these issues at scale, opening up the marketplace to more
categories (starting with media and then rapidly expanding into electronics, lifestyle, etc.), offering
warehouse services, and introducing its own courier network, Ekart, that ensured customer
delight and cash on delivery. Other players eventually offered similar services, but Flipkart was the
pioneer.
Market leadership is key to sustainable success, even in e-commerce, which tends to have
“winner takes most” as opposed to “winner takes all” characteristics. Leaders enjoy attention from
sellers, buyers, as well as existing and prospective employees. They continue to innovate while
laggards are trying to catch up. Throughout our six-year journey with Flipkart, the company was
in a market leadership position against strong competition from global and local online players.
Given the rapid growth of the Indian e-commerce market, Flipkart had to scale its tech
platforms while also scaling its business model and organization. This is hard to do, and we’ve
seen many businesses fail to scale. Flipkart was not one of them.
As a market leader and pioneer in the Indian e-commerce market, Flipkart had to sail
unchartered waters. Experimenting while increasing in scale carried significant risk for the
organization and had consequences for the market — Flipkart made many bold decisions over the
years. Many of these worked out beautifully, such as acquiring Myntra in May 2014 to obtain a
strong position in the strategic fashion and apparel category, or establishing Big Billion Day as the
marquee sales event of the year.
There were others that did not work out, like trialing app-only shopping, but these failures
never deterred the team from taking chances and changing course if needed, while always
capturing the lessons. In the end, the app-only move allowed the company to become mobilecentric and a clear innovation leader in this area.
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Think globally, but act locally
Flipkart is focused on the Indian market, but the competitive battle for sellers, buyers and
talent is fought globally. The team adopted global best practices like Big Billion Day, which was
inspired by ideas from the U.S., China and Romania.
They also measure success based on KPIs constantly drawing comparison with global market
leaders. Most importantly though, Flipkart always innovated for the local market, taking local
tastes into account (as serviced by the multitude of private label brands at Flipkart and Myntra),
as well as bandwidth and affordability constraints on the customer side, leading to super-light
mobile sites and apps, as well as various trade-in and financing programs.
Play the long game
Despite multi-billion-dollar trading volumes, the current e-commerce market in India is still
mostly driven by affluent metro city dwellers in places like Mumbai, Delhi and Bangalore. This is
not dissimilar to what we’ve seen in other countries around the world at a similar development
stage as e-commerce in India.
However, to really unlock the potential of Indian e-commerce, one has to reach the hundreds
of millions of customers that live in tier-two or -three cities, or in the countryside.
This will require a very unique approach in terms of selection, price points and delivery and
payment mechanisms. Flipkart management spends a considerable amount of time strategizing
about these challenges.
The common thread in all of these lessons is that you need to have strong, inspiring leaders
who come from the local market and have the vision and desire to scale their platforms
responsibly and skillfully. Whether it was Binny and Sachin as co-founders of the business, or
Kalyan, Ananth and Sameer in leading the respective Flipkart, Myntra and PhonePe business
units, without these leaders it would have not been possible for Flipkart to grow to what it is
today. I’m very grateful for my time with Flipkart and wish the team and Walmart all the best in
continuing this incredible journey… a journey made in India.
Online Reader Comments:
Great piece Oliver. First hand perspective on what drove a successful outcome for a leading ecommerce tech
platform. One of the challenges in emerging markets is cost of data and something as simple as web access. I'm
working with a company that has developed a rapid growth plan for emerging markets - focused on India initially with a model that credited consumer with data access based on web actions like browsing/shopping. I have reached
out on LI to discuss.
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